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Executive Summary 

 
This Report is a companion to the Report titled "Requirements for the Evaluation of Human-AI 
Work Systems." Whereas that Report focused on the minimum necessary empirical requirements 
for the assessment of AI systems, this Report provides additional recommendations and technical 
details to assist the developers of AI systems. Recommendations are presented covering study 
design, research methods, measurement, statistical analyses, and online experimentation. This 
guidance should be applicable to all research intended to evaluate the effectivity of AI systems. 
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Introduction 
 
The Purpose of This Report 
 
The primary purpose of this Report is to express recommendations for AI Measurement Science 
for the methodology of empirical evaluation of the performance of the Human-AI work system. 
 
Who is This Report For?  
 
This Report is primarily for system developers who are preparing to conduct evaluations of the 
performance Human-AI work systems.  
 
The goal is to promote meaningful research that meets the needs of applied clients, and encourages 
sponsors to support rather than avoid research. 
 
This Report may be of interest also to managers of AI-related programs and to individuals who are 
concerned with AI policy and evaluation. 
 
Organization of This Report 
 
All research involving human subjects must be based on clear experimental designs, specified 
research methods, and statistical data analysis. Measures of performance must have clear and 
unambiguous operational definitions. However, the evaluation of AI systems is its own context, 
which brings unique factors and considerations. 
 
While the companion Report presented "Requirements for the Empirical Evaluation of Human-AI 
Work Systems", this Report provides "Recommendations for the Empirical Evaluation of Human-
AI Work Systems." The recommendations are optional; the requirements are necessary. 
 
The work in which users operate with the assistance of AI systems is complex cognitive activity. 
Thus, the empirical assessment of an AI system is technically a psychological experiment. The 29 
recommendations expressed in this Report cover the following aspects of research methodology: 
What to do Before the Study, Study Design, Measurement, Research Methods, Statistical Analysis, 
Form and Format for Data Graphs, and a special consideration of the challenges of Online 
Experimentation. 
 
 

What to Do Before the Study 
 
In the case of the development of AI systems, technology design and development typically 
commence even during the program proposal phase, without an initial evaluation of the cognitive 
requirements. Notional computational architectures are envisioned, ones that are supposed to be 
solutions of great promise. But because the developers "jump in," they may be basing their 
envisioned technologists on limited notions of the cognitive work. Considerable time and effort 
have to be expended in the early months of the project in the attempt to explain to explain concepts 
and methods that might be unfamiliar. 
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Recommendation 1 

Prior to project start, engage cognitive scientists in an evaluation of the cognitive requirements 
for the envisioned work system. 

 
The work in which users operate with the assistance of AI systems is complex cognitive activity. 
Thus, the empirical assessment of an AI system is technically a psychological experiment. Given 
this, it is valuable and arguably necessary for cognitive and experimental psychologists to be 
involved in the phases of requirements development, system design, and not just in the evaluation 
of existing, already constructed AI systems.  
 
The Human-AI work system depends critically on the cognitive capacities of both partners, in a 
context that is complex and dynamic.  
 
It is important to keep in mind the fact that human-machine work systems are cognitive work 
systems. Even before a Program is announced, an advisory group would forge recommendations 
regarding the specification of the cognitive requirements for Proposers. Cognitive work analysis 
reveals what the user really needs, which may not be what the researchers think the user needs. 
 

Recommendation 2 
The team of researchers who are designing and conducting the evaluation studies should be 

interdisciplinary. 
 
The team should include: (1) subject matter experts who are accomplished in the target domain, 
(2) engineering design specialists (in Human-Computer Interaction, Computer-Supported 
Cooperative Work, and Human Factors), (3) Cognitive/Social scientists, and (4) specialists in 
psychological research methodology. 
 
One way to ensure usability and usefulness of the AI is to engage domain experts in the AI system 
design and development processes. Having guided the technology development process from the 
start, at the end of the evaluation (if successful) one has a first cohort of practitioners who are facile 
at using the new technology. They would be the best people to begin training others, including 
other trainers. 
 

Recommendation 3 
Stop calling the evaluation studies “experiments.” 

 
"Experiment" is a term that entails increased (unnecessary) rigor. The empirical evaluation of AI 
systems can be referred to in any number of ways: "AI performance tests," "evaluation studies," 
"empirical evaluations," "exploratory investigations," or "AI assessments." (These are the terms 
used throughout this Report and the companion Report on Requirements.) The purpose is to avoid 
the slippery slope that  leads to complex designs with multiple factors and controls. The research 
team can claim that additional studies or experiments can be conducted later on, if warranted. But 
in the meantime, a streamlined evaluation can get underway.  
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Recommendation  4 
Conduct a Pre-mortem. 

 
A Pre-mortem is a process in which all of the members of the development team think about 
reasons why the project might not work (Klein, 2007, 2021). Reasons can span any aspect of the 
project, from system architecture, to interfaces, and to the evaluation process.  The reasons are 
collectively assessed in an all-team meeting, to generate concepts of how to anticipate and, avoid 
or mitigate traps or shortcomings. The Pre-mortem activity can take as little as 30 minutes. 
 

Recommendation 5 
Stop calling the research participants "subjects." 

 
The major psychology professional societies have long recommended against the use of the word. 
It is dehumanizing and disrespectful. If anything, the participants in AI evaluation studies should 
be treated as valued colleagues, without whom the research would not be possible. 
 

Recommendation  6 
Write generic research protocols and protocols that assert that the empirical evaluation is 

exempt from IRB review. 
 
Evaluation studies rely upon human participants, and therefore qualify as scientific research, and 
therefore must be reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board (IRB), and 
subsequently reviewed and approved by a Human Research Protections Office of the contracting 
agency.  IRB review and final approval can be quite time-consuming. 
 
Generic Proposals 
 
Researchers often engage in systematic or long-term research, consisting of a number of studies, 
each of which uses similar or related methods. Researchers can submit for IRB review a proposal 
for such research in toto, rather than a proposal for each individual study. Once the generic 
proposal is approved by the Institutional IRB and by the HRPO of the contracting agency, the 
research can proceed without the necessity for each individual study to undergo IRB review.  
 
Generic proposals lay out the possibilities for a series of experimental designs (measures, controls, 
etc.), including examples of possible materials and descriptions of methods.  The submission to 
the institutional IRB can assert that specific protocols will be formed on the basis of findings as 
they develop. The submission declares that the researchers will inform the IRB Chair of any 
modifications to the protocol that may impact the IRB's determination. 
 
Exempt Proposals 
 
Protocols for the evaluation of human-machine work systems, constituted as psychological 
investigations, will typically involve standard and accepted psychological and psychometric 
measures and methods  ¾ standard measures of performance, demographic questionnaires, Likert 
scales for judgment tasks, commonly-used materials or standardized instruments (e.g., mental 
tests, surveys, etc.). In addition, the research participants' tasks will likely be similar or identical 
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to the tasks that they ordinarily conduct in their work. Thus, they would not entail potential risk or 
stress beyond that experienced in their daily lives.  
 
These things considered, the protocol can be deemed exempt from IRB review (see the Code of 
Federal Regulations). But ironically, it takes an IRB (or an IRB Chair) to make that determination. 
However, once such a determination has been made and the HRPO of the contracting agency has 
accepted that determination, the empirical evaluation of the AI can commence. 
 
However, if any individual study, even if standard in its overall methods, involves any  
manipulation that entails potential risk or stress, then that individual study must undergo IRB and 
HRPO rreview. If there is any doubt that a particular study might not need to undergo IRB review, 
the question should be addressed to the researchers' IRB. 
 
 

Study Design 
 

Recommendation 7 
The participant's task should be ecologically valid. 

 
Experience with large-scale projects (e.g., aircraft, highly automated naval vessels, spacecraft, 
self-driving vehicles) and their ensuing failures indicates that evaluation of automation is crucial 
early in design, before construction, and not just during iterative prototyping involving empirical 
assessment in authentic work settings (Clancey 2020; Clancey, et al., 2011). 
 
In the empirical assessment of AI systems, the task presented to participants should be one that is 
representative of the tasks that are conducted in the work domain for which the AI has been created. 
In the experimental laboratory, the tasks presented to participants are often simplified versions of 
real-life tasks or experiences. They are abstracted away from their real-world context in service of 
control (and rigor). But they often end up artificial, so-called "toy" problems. In AI evaluation, 
there is usually pressure to resort to artificial tasks because they are easiest to design and present. 
In many AI evaluation projects the researcher defines the task, independently of the end users. The 
task is shaped by the researchers' model of the task. Researchers put themselves in the shoes of the 
user, and assume what the user needs. Thus, the task which is presented to users are low on 
ecological relevance. The task is completely removed from its "real world" task context (see 
Clancey, 2020). 
 
At the extreme, the tasks for the participants preserve the context and complexities of the 
operational environment. One wants the "nasty variability of the world" to be manifest in the tasks, 
because that variability is certain to characterize the work context into which the technology is to 
be inserted. If the evaluation is sterilized, the results may not carry over. Ideally, evaluators can 
try out their AI system during actual work, or perhaps in a training exercise, or failing that, in a 
simulation. Also, it is well known that the cognitive requirements of the task matter more than the 
surface features, so researchers need not worry much about matching the look-and-feel of the 
actual task (so-called fidelity) — but should worry more about capturing the things that make the 
actual task difficult.  
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Recommendation 8 
At the start of the procedure, each participant needs to be presented clear instructions on the 
nature of the task, the rationale for the task (i.e., its ecological validity), the materials, and the AI 
technology that is to be used.  The instructional phase should also include practice examples. 
 
In some AI evaluations, the instructions given to the participants in the evaluation study were about 
the "buttonology" of how to use the technology. We have seen researchers who are not familiar 
with experimentation and methodology not appreciate that they have to prepare clearly articulated 
material that explains the domain, the task, and the materials. Participants learn during the initial 
instructions; they begin to form mental models of the task and the technology that they will be 
using. It is important for the initial instructions to include some practice trials. And data from those 
trials are worth analyzing, as they provide a window into the earliest moments of the learning 
curve.  
 

Recommendation 9 
Expand the two-Condition within-participants study into a counterbalanced design. 

 
The primary purpose of the between-groups and within-participants (repeat measures) studies is 
to simply show that at least in some circumstances the technology insertion is good. One of the 
requirements in the companion Report ("Requirements for the Evaluation of Human-AI Work 
Systems") is to conduct a simple within-participants design having Control and Evaluation 
Conditions as a repeat measure. We refer here to a second two-condition within-participants study 
as a recommendation. This is because if the between-groups study does not show that the 
technology intervention results in performance gain, there is no point in conducting the 
counterbalanced within-participants study, even though there might be a within-participants effect 
of an independent variable.  
 
Rigor in laboratory research always involves the assertion that a within-participants design has to 
include counterbalancing to control for order effects.1 If for example, a participants does well in 
the Evaluation Condition after first experiencing the Control Condition, their good performance 
may be due to practice and might not have much to do with the technology per se. If a participant 
does poorly in the Control Condition after experiencing the Evaluation Condition, it might be that 
the degradation in performance was due to the changes in the work method, and might not reflect 
a loss of the value added by the AI. This and other possible outcomes can be the subject for 
subsequent targeted studies. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
1 In the context of epistemological validity, a within-participants design needs not only CE and EC conditions, but 
also EE and CC.  These latter two conditions give you a better picture of the learning curve and also control for the 
fact that the participants have had more time to learn the task. In EC and CE conditions, they have to relearn and not 
just keep learning. This complication is not manifest in the Recommendations in this Report as it runs counter to 
Requirement 1, that the evaluation be "lightweight" and avoid rigor mortis.  
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Recommendation 10 
An option is to control for effort. 

 
In the evaluation of human-AI work systems, the Control Condition involves the withholding of 
the AI that is being evaluated. Apart from this difference, one wants the differences between the 
Evaluation and Control Conditions to be "fair." The participants in a Control Condition would not 
have to be trained on the use of the AI. So perhaps their poorer performance is due to the lack of 
training rather than the technology insertion per se. The participants in the Evaluation Condition 
would have more new things to learn, implying a higher level of cognitive effort. This may work 
against any advantage accrued by the new technology, leading to an underestimation of impact.  
 
In one design for a control study, some participants would be given specialized training, and a 
Control group spends the same amount of time reading irrelevant training material. In the field 
setting people given readings are somewhat unlikely to actually study them, whereas the training 
for a new AI tool would probably be mandated. After the two groups get their training, there would 
be a performance test. It could be argued that if the Control group (given the training readings) 
performed as well as the Evaluation group, why bother with the specialized training?  
 

Recommendation 11 
An option is to control for "task demands." 

 
If an empirical evaluation is to really nail things down, certain minimal comparisons and certain 
appropriate control conditions and procedures ae advisable. The most salient of these is in the two-
Condition between-groups study. It is well-known in laboratory psychology that research 
participants try to figure out the experimenter's hypotheses. It is a near certainty that the 
participants in an AI evaluation study will realize that they are being asked to evaluate some new 
technology, and will likely entertain the notion that researchers want to adduce evidence that the 
AI technology is good. 
 
The easiest way to control for this is to say to participants, in the initial instructions, something 
like the following: "We are conducting this study in order to evaluate the XYZ AI system.  We are 
not sure whether it is good or not, and need you to tell us." A post-experimental question can ask 
directly about possible bias induced by task-demands. 
 
Another way to test for task demands is deliberately bias a control group, by saying in the initial 
instructions that the study involves evaluating an AI system developed elsewhere in order to see 
whether it is useful and reliable, implying that the researchers themselves question the goodness 
of the AI system. If performance of that biased control group approximates that of an unbiased 
control group, one can infer that any measured effects of the other independent variables are not 
due to bias. 
 

Recommendation 12 
The group of participants in the evaluation studies should include some participants who are 

practitioners in a domain having job tasks that  are similar to or the same as the tasks in the AI 
evaluation studies. 
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Not all of the participants should be "college students" or some slice of the general population. 
That said, evaluation does involve a need to see what happens when novices first learn the tasks. 
The issue of participant selection can get complicated if the AI system is designed for a variety of 
types of operators, e.g., newbies as well as seasoned vets. Researchers may want to consider 
studying the Group x Treatment interaction. Do some types of participants perform much better 
(or worse) than others? If so, researchers can become detectives and sort out what is going on. 
 

Recommendation 13 
Debrief the participants. 

 
A great deal can be learned about what is going on in the reasoning of participants from post-study 
cognitive interviews. But not all of the participants in the evaluation studies need to be debriefed.  
More can be learned from cognitive interviews with 10 people than can be learned from a morass 
of numerical Likert scale data collected from hundreds of participants.  
 
 

Measurement 
 

Measures of performance can take many forms: time to task completion, proportion of critical sub-
tasks completed within some time interval, and so forth. Historically, performance measures are 
measures of hits (correct performance), errors (mistakes made), accuracy, and time (HEAT 
measurement). The demonstration of progressively improving performance is an indicator of 
learnability and usability, but it not an unambiguous measure of understandability or usefulness. 
A participant might come to perform well but not really have a good understanding of the AI. An 
AI-enabled work system might enable good performance in the research setting, but that is no 
assurance that the AI would be valuable to operators in their actual work context. Thus, it is 
common for measures other than HEAT measures to be helpful. Researchers must imagine what 
measures are going to be sensitive to the effects that are expected.  
 

Recommendation 14 
Wherever possible, researchers should utilize archived data, past training data, or other data sets 
that reflect baseline performance that is, performance at the key tasks using the legacy work 
system. 
 
Archived performance data can serve as a Control condition in evaluation studies. 
 

Recommendation 15 
Since the human-AI work system is intrinsically a cognitive work system, it is necessary to evaluate 
participants' mental models of the domain, the task, and the AI tools they are using.  
 
Generally, the methods are some form of "Think Aloud" task. Details about methods for eliciting 
user mental models are presented in the May 2018 DARPA XAI Task Area-2 Technical Report 
titled "A Guide to the Measurement and Evaluation of User Mental Models" 
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Recommendation 16 
Despite the desirability of utilizing a rich palette of measures, researchers are cautioned to 

avoid trying to measure everything. 
 
Loading up on measures always complicates the analysis and interpretation of the results (e.g., the 
need to assess high-order interactions, look for cross-correlations, etc.).  
 
Loading up the measures has another bad consequence; it punishes the participants. First there is 
the demographic form participants have to complete. It asks about such things as the participant's 
background and experience at tasks in the domain under study. Next, multiple measures are made 
during task performance. There can be forms to fill out at the completion of each trial or block of 
trials. (various judgments). Then, after the trials are completed, there are yet more measures taken, 
often focused on the participant's reactions to and comments about the task. Other measures have 
been used as well, such as psychometric tests to evaluate the participant's cognitive style, trust in 
the technology, etc. One study we learned of involved having the participants fill out multiple 
Likert scale instruments on top of everything else. While it is valuable for evaluation studies to 
use multiple measures, this can be overdone, and it places a burden on the participants.  
 

Recommendation 17 
Do not give a measure more than one interpretation, use distinct measures. 

 
For instance, participants could perform well using an AI tool even if they have a reductive mental 
model of how the AI works. So a measure of performance should not be interpreted as a measure 
of mental model quality. Better to include an independent test of mental model quality just to be 
sure. Here is another example: A researcher might assume that  a high rating of trust in an AI tool 
AI is a measure of reliability. In fact, people often rely on technologies when they don’t fully trust 
them, because they appreciate the technology's foibles and know how to work around them.  
 

Recommendation 18 
In tasks that require participants to make judgments, try to rely on scales that have been 

psychometrically validated. 
 
It is reasonable and often desirable to develop new measurement scales to elicit participant's 
judgments. Creating good scales and scale items is a skill that benefits from guidance by a 
psychometrician. The wording of scale items and the anchors in ratings scales can impact the 
overall levels of agreement, which can result in  a ceiling effect that reduces the reliability of the 
measure. 
 
It is possible to rely on selected items taken from scales that have previously been psychometrically 
validated. This is a perfectly legitimate thing to do (see Hoffman, Mueller, Klein and Litman, 
2018). For example, many evaluation studies use the NASA-TLX measure of workload, and regard 
that instrument as a means of measuring mental workload. In fact, it is an instrument for measuring 
task load. Only a few of the items refer to what is called mental effort or mental workload. There 
is ample precedent in the psychometrics literature for using only selected items from a validated 
scale. The general guidance is: "Ask participants the questions to which you seek answers." 
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Recommendation 19 
If you are using judgment scales, consider the alternative ways of obtaining responses. 

 
For example, two-alternative forced-choice tasks are relatively powerful. Research shows that 
participants can get frustrated by having too many choices. Likert scales often have odd numbers 
of options (ranging from "agree" to "disagree"), but if you use an even number of options (i.e., no 
mid-point) you can force participants to take one side, and later you can recode these into binary 
responses. 
 

Recommendation 20 
Wherever possible, include a "free response" option for any judgment scales or questionnaires 

that you use. This option may turn up information you hadn’t thought about before. 
 

We have all experienced pre-formulated feedback forms that have questions with a limited set of 
response options, options that do not adequately capture our sentiments or experiences. The 
empirical evaluation of AI systems should not so constrain the participants. 
 
 

Statistical Analysis  
 

Recommendation 21 
Think of statistical tests as exploratory tools. 

 
Misuses and limitations of traditional significance testing (see Gigerenzer, 2004; Kirk, 1996; 
Schmidt, 1996; Yates, 1951) motivate an approach that considers parametric null hypothesis 
significance testing as an exploratory tool, not a means of automating scientific judgment by 
calculating significance levels or effect sizes. For example, a statistical "effect" is sometimes 
interpreted as a causal effect of the independent variable. As another example, significance levels 
are sometimes reported well beyond the second decimal place, which is unnecessary. Graphs of 
results are sometimes used to imply that the results show meaningful effects or differences when 
there has been a failure to achieve statistical significance.  
 
The reliance on significance testing can be tempered by a consideration of the practical 
significance of the results. For experiments having domain practitioners as participants, those 
participants could have had many hours of previous experience and practice at the tasks. That 
being the case, if their performance on the AI-enabled task (Experimental Condition) shows 
marked improvement, that would be a clear indicator of a practically significant result.  See the 
Appendix in the companion Report ("Requirements for the Empirical Assessment of Human-AI 
Work Systems") for another method of evaluating practical significance. 
 

Recommendation 22 
Explore the performance curve. 

 
A frequency diagram is a fundamental way of depicting results on performance, and has stood the 
test of time (Gigerenzer, 2004, 2015).  Frequency x performance histograms have scores on the 
performance measure as the values on the x-axis and frequency (of participants receiving each of 
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the scores) on the y-axis. Frequency diagrams have been surprisingly absent from presentations on 
AI evaluations. For performance functions, the data are often messy and non-normal; distributions 
are typically skewed. Null hypothesis significance tests may yield misleading results if the 
assumptions of the tests are not met. 

 
Recommendation 23 

Explore the learning curves. 
 
Graphs showing learning curves are often absent from presentations on AI evaluations; the results 
are only described by the findings of statistical significance tests along with group averages. 
Learning curves can be revealed by creating histograms having scores on the (performance) 
measure as the values on the y-axis, and time or trials on the y-axis. A learning curve should 
manifest for individual participants, as well for an aggregation (average, median, mode).  
 

Recommendation 24 
Explore the overlap of the distributions. 

 
What a researcher seeks is minimal overlap of the distributions for the Experimental and Control 
conditions. On the other hand, complete lack of overlap is generally not to be expected. It is well 
understood in statistics that a statistically significant difference can be found and yet the better 
performers in a Control Condition out-perform the poorer performers in some other condition (e.g., 
the Evaluation Condition). The amount of overlap can be striking, even nearly total, and even when 
a statistically significant difference is obtained. Figure 1 illustrates this using data from an actual 
AI evaluation study. Nearly all of the participants in the Control condition (blue histobars) 
outperform the participants in the Evaluation Condition whose performance falls in the first two 
quartiles for the Evaluation Condition (orange histobars). A noteworthy proportion of the 
participants in the Control Condition outperform the median performance of participants in the 
Evaluation Condition. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  An example of distribution overlap. 
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The examination of distributions also involves skew. Sometimes it is the skew that contributes to 
the achievement of practical significance, as the following Case Study illustrates. 
 

Case Study in the Exploratory Analysis of Distributions 
 
In a study conducted by Anderson and his colleagues at Oregon State University, (Anderson, et 
al., 2021),  groups of 25 men and 25 women were compared in terms of elements of cognitive 
and learning styles. Data were represented in a frequency diagram having the number of style 
elements on the y-axis and semi-decadal age groups on the x-axis. The male-female distributions 
showed considerable overlap, the group averages seemed close. But the statistical tests showed 
a significant difference for men and women for most of the age groups. Upon inspection, it was 
clear that the male-female distributions were skewed, and skewed in opposite directions. It was 
this skew that was the interesting discovery, not the fact that statistical tests showed significant 
differences. 
 

 
Recommendation 25 

"Outlier" data points are not things to be ignored, discarded, or kept out of the statistical 
analyses. 

 
Some graphs showing data distributions use dots to indicate "outliers." The removal of a 
participant's data point(s) is often done solely for the sake of forcing the data set to confirm to the 
assumptions of the parametric statistical tests. But especially in performance evaluation, there is 
no such thing as an outlier. The highest achievers represent what is humanly possible. Poorest 
performance can be a pointer to a training problem or a selection problem, and should not be 
ignored even if the participant was not performing with due diligence. Post hoc interviews are 
recommended. Probing the meaning of "outliers" is a significant path toward deeper 
understanding.  
 
To justify the removal of any data point, outlier or not, there must be independent evidence that 
the participant was not performing with due diligence. It should be kept in mind that participants 
who are not "outliers" might also have failed to perform with due diligence.  
 
 

Form and Format for Data Graphs 
 

Recommendation 26 
It is recommended that AI developers reference the graphing standards provided by the American 
Psychological Society and the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.   
 
Many of the problems seen in data graphs used in presentations and technical reports derive from 
the reliance on readily-available software. These invariably have defaults for graph style and 
graphical elements that are not in accord with best practice in human factors and experimental 
psychology. Graphing Improprieties take a number of forms: the use of microfonts, the use of thin 
lines for the x-and y-axes, the use of under-specific labels for the x- and y-axes, too much clutter, 
and so forth.   
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Following are some of the specific recommendations from the American Psychological 
Association and the Human factors and Ergonomics Society:  

• Graphs should have clear, readable labels for the x- and y-axes. 
• Graphs should always have a title, placed below the figure, that says clearly and succinctly 

what is being graphed (e.g., "Performance as a function of experimental condition"). 
• Graphs should always include a legend that labels the conditions (groups, trials, etc.) that 

compose the independent variable. 
• Graphs should be accompanied by text that calls out he major or salient findings. 

 
American Psychological Association graphing guidelines [https://apastyle.apa.org/style-
grammar-guidelines/tables-figures/figures] 
 
Human Factors guidelines  
[https://www.researchgate.net/publication/220457627_Guidelines_for_Presenting_Quantitative_
Data_in_HFES_Publications] 
 

Recommendation 27 
It is recommended that the data graphs presented by all Performer Teams on a given AI 
development project be consistent in their graphing design, its style and format.   
 
Experience has shown that the Performer Teams on projects utilize different graphing styles. 
Conformance to accepted standards on the part of all the Performer Teams on a project is highly 
recommended as it would ensure consistency and enhance the clarity of communication for the 
project as a whole. 
 

Recommendation 28 
Avoid the creation of graphs with too much clutter, such as multiple colors, layers, 3-D 

perspectives, etc. 
 

While complex graphs have their uses, in presentations they are usually overwhelming. There is 
insufficient time for viewers to both understand the meaning of the graphical elements (shapes, 
colors, etc.) and then unpack the meanings of the results. 
 

Recommendation 29 
A graph should always be accompanied by text that calls out the main finding of interest that is 

the focus of the graph. 
 

This is often lacking, especially in presentations. In reports, the text should be placed after the 
Figure. 
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Experimentation Using Online Modalities 
 
In recent years, researchers in a variety of disciplines have been making more use of distance 
modalities to conduct research that involves collecting data from persons. This is particularly true 
for social sciences including psychology. Online research has been called a "technological 
revolution" is social-psychological research (Buhrmester, Talaifar, and Gosling, 2018, p.152). 
Modalities such as that provided by Amazon's Mechanical Turk have been utilized in research that 
has focused on the assessment of new technologies, including AI systems. Other online platforms 
are being released often, including ones that are specialized to one or another research domain (for 
demographics, surveys, and other empirical activities). 
 
Advantages of Online Experimentation 
 
Online research has some distinct advantages. For example, it allows researchers to obtain data 
from a broad demographic, typically more diverse than  is available in the traditional population 
of research participants (college students) (Casler, Bickel, and Hackett, 2013). On the other hand, 
data quality can be in question for participants who are not native English speakers, and it can 
remain difficult to find samples of hard-to-reach populations (Buhrmester, Talaifar, and Gosling, 
2018, p. 152). 
 
Most recently, reliance on online platforms has come to be regarded as a necessity due to the 
impact of the COVID virus. The online modality result in the gathering of a great deal of data from 
a great many persons. The "cost" or effort of acquiring the data can be less than when conducting 
the research in person, as in a laboratory or field setting. 
 
The Downside 
 
Because large amounts of data can be collected via distance modalities, researchers may find 
themselves loading up the burden on the participants, with various questionnaires and judgment 
tasks.  
 
Because large amounts of data can be collected via distance modalities, the advocation of 
Mechanical Turk contributes to the drive to achieve statistical significance, which encourages the 
collection and analysis of large samples. One researcher commented, "If we can use Mechanical 
Turk and get lots of data the easy way, why not? 
 
A particular concern in discussions of the pros and cons of online experimentation is with the issue 
of whether the data collected in a distance modality are of high quality (Buhrmester, Kwang and 
Gosling, 2011). The person-to-person conduct of a psychological experiment is a skill that requires 
practice and interpersonal finesse, especially in the comportment of the researcher as she or he 
interacts with the participants. In the in-person modality, participants are always able to ask 
questions of the researcher directly, and this can help ensure that the methods and tasks are 
properly understood and properly conducted. In the in-person modality the experienced researcher 
can always adapt on the fly, and at the same time maintain the integrity of the work.  
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Nancy Cooke at Arizona State University (Cooke, 2021) has  provided detailed  case studies in 
how the methods and procedures designed for in-person research on Human-AI systems had to be 
adapted for the online situation. Margaret Burnett and her colleagues of Oregon State University 
(Dikkala, Burnett, et al., 2021; Ko, Latoza and Burnett, 2021) tell the following tale about the 
difficulties of online experimentation. 
 

Case Study in Online Difficulties 
 
Privacy/security risks faced both researchers and participants. For example, the IRB 
protocol prepared at the outset of the project did not cover videorecording. So that was 
not allowed. Screen-sharing proved problematic, since the participant might share 
information not covered by the approved protocol (e.g., email) or material that some 
might regard as offensive. On the part of the researchers, their need to have remote 
access to their computers also posed risks. Installing our technology on participants’ 
computers was not covered by our IRB either, and could create participation barriers for 
people who are uncomfortable installing software—countervailing our goal of gathering 
diverse participants. We mitigated privacy/security risks by sharing only the relevant 
window, and collecting only audio and by running our programs on the researchers’ 
computers and displaying it to participants, except for the shared Google Drawings 
document. Our Zoom Data Collection mechanisms offered some alluring features, such 
as automatic audio transcription—but our optimism was misplaced. Some transcripts did 
not arrive, requiring tech support; others were too low quality to use. Finally, 
synchronizing distinct repositories of information was painstaking, because we used a 
second platform for markup (Google Drawings), without a unifying video.  
 

 
The Oregon case study continues with a tale about ways in which some problems were mitigated.  
 

Case Study in Mitigation 
 
We mitigated control risks using three strategies. First, even though it was in the online 
modality, our study was one-on-one, offering natural conversation and 
presence/attention checks. Examples include asking participants to think aloud if they fell 
silent, and interrupting participants if Wi-Fi became problematic or onscreen items were 
not visible. Second, we mitigated distractions by minimizing context switches (e.g., 
moving from screenshare to browser—particularly disruptive on small screens). Third, we 
relied on replaying games and browser-based shared state to mark up the data because 
participants interacting with the “live” system risked them going “off the rails” of our 
study sequence. We set up contingency plans for choppy/lost internet, inaudible 
communications, computers losing power, and broken links—most of which arose. 
Payment for in-person studies usually involves exchanging cash, with a duplicated signed 
receipt producing an audit trail for all parties. We chose not to e-transfer cash to 
participants because that would introduce a sampling bias by requiring participants to 
bank with particular services, and some lacked audit trails. Ultimately, we elected to 
transfer money between researchers using Zelle, and from researcher to participants 
using Amazon Gift eCards. For gift card payment, the researcher confirmed that the 
participant acknowledged receipt, both verbally and via email. Amazon notified the 
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researchers upon redemption, increasing workload via associating gift card numbers to 
participants. 
 

 
As this case study shows, distance modalities involve challenges that must be navigated when 
conducting evaluation studies. Some of the main challenges are expressed below. 
 

Challenge 1 
Not being able to determine participants’ hardware/software platforms introduces the possibility 

of considerable experimental noise. 
 

Researchers have no control over participants’ technical environment, e.g., mouse, keyboard, and 
monitor, internet quality/dependability, OS, other simultaneously running applications. The 
devices participants are to use in a remote scenario have to depend on technology that is accessible 
to them. For example, display luminance may be a manipulation in a virtual environment (e.g., 
teamwork in a simulated dark environment), but a participant’s monitor and brightness settings 
may invalidate the intended effects.  Online experiments can require technology that would enable 
participants to freely pan, zoom, and mark-up the material that was presented to participants in the 
tasks. Making the simulation work across platforms can require downsampling high-resolution 
images that the tasks necessitate, or (worse) substantially delaying feedback on annotations. 
 

Challenge 2 
Researchers are advised to design remote studies to include all necessary workspace elements 

on the participant’s screen. 
 

Challenge 3 
It is important for the online tasks and task instructions to be clear, if not intuitive. 

 
Despite what one might initially suppose, online participants have been found to be quite attentive 
to the tasks in online experiments. But the participants in a study are likely to manifest varying 
levels of attention, lapses of attention, and inattention (Buhrmester, Talaifar, and Gosling (2018). 
 

Challenge 4 
Some researchers have found that participants are not willing to spend long periods of time on 

complex tasks. 
 

This is naturally a concern for evaluations on human-machine work systems in contrast with the 
many tasks posted on Mechanical Turk that take only minutes to perform.  
 

Challenge 5 
It is a challenge to determine whether to use attention checks or approval rates. 

 
Occasional "attention check" questions  are sometimes embedded in the task, but they do not 
guarantee attention and may contribute to attrition. As general feature of online studies, precisely 
because large samples and lots of data are easy to collect, the experimental designs load up on 
measures, questionnaires, and other things for the participants to do. Buhrmester, Talaifar, and 
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Gosling (2018) advise researchers to engage with participants who have a 95% or greater "approval 
rate," and avoid the use of attention checks. 
 

Challenge 6 
Ensuring a participant’s well-being is more difficult during a remote study than during an in-

person study, even if extra precautions are taken. 
 
"Due to high level of unemployment and financial hardship during the COVID-19 crisis, people 
who would have never considered participating in a study may be incentivized to sign up. This 
suggests that researchers may need to be more vigilant than normal of potential ethical issues such 
as coercion amidst remote experimentation." (Cooke, 2021). 
 

Challenge 7 
It is a challenge to ensure that no personally-identifying information is collected. 

 
Third-party applications can automatically record log-ins. Applications can require a participant 
to set up an account to use them, and automatically identify the respondent's location, which can 
potentially be used to triangulate a participant’s identity.   
 

Challenge 8 
The payment mechanism can introduce sampling bias, since they can require participants to 

have certain kinds of bank accounts, interests in shopping with particular companies, etc. 
 

Challenge 9 
It is a challenge to  manage communications among the researchers. 

 
Nancy Cooke and her colleagues at Arizona State University (Cooke, 2021; Cooke, Demir and 
Huang, 2020) have  provided detailed  case studies in how the methods and procedures designed 
for in-person research on Human-AI systems had to be adapted for the online situation. Cooke 
(2021) tells the following story about the challenges of communication among the members of the 
research team. 
 

Case Study in Communication 
 
Experiments often involve numerous experimental artifacts including consent forms, 
step-by-step procedures, stimuli, data sensors, and lab journals. Whereas shared physical 
spaces are normally useful for organizing these artifacts, remote studies tend to rely on 
physically-distributed space (i.e., study personnel workspaces) or virtual platforms to 
organize materials. This may change (or exacerbate) the coordination demands of getting 
the right artifacts to the right people. Multiple monitors, overall increased screen real-
estate and dual-tasking may be required in order for researchers to manage the digital 
artifacts and data streams... recording a participant in the lab requires video cameras to 
be placed strategically through the space and recording software to be configured. 
However, recording a participant during a remote study typically requires personnel to 
press the 'record' button and ask the participant to turn on their webcam. 
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Challenge 10 
Evaluation studies involving tasks in which participants have to work as team face additional 
logistical hurdles.  
 
Research on AI-enabled human teaming typically relies on virtual task environments, sometimes 
using well-known game platforms, and sometimes modeled after the actual work contexts, such 
as the operation of drones by teams that include an AI team member. Although many testbeds for 
evaluation research were designed on the assumption that the participants would be co-located, 
the testbeds can be adapted for online experimentation. (see  Mercado et al., 2016;  Novitzky, et 
al., 2016). 
 
The training of participants for Human Teams-AI evaluation requires more time and effort, as they 
must be trained on the individual work and the team work. Furthermore, feedback during training 
must be tailored to each participant to ensure that all the participants have achieved a baseline 
competence. This even more complicated when teams involve heterogeneous roles. For the actual 
experiments, there can be a need for complicated "onboarding" procedures. The researcher's 
interface must that allow them to monitor one or more participants’ behaviors (e.g., multiple 
monitors or devices).  
 
Cooke (2021) provides a review of this work, including a discussion of how remote-hosting 
applications and technologies can be adapted to support interactive task environments in the 
distance modality for human-AI teaming research.  
 

Challenge 11 
Researchers need to be prepared for the considerable effort needed to engage in the recruiting 

process, and in scheduling and confirming the participants’ sessions with enough time to cancel 
or reschedule them as needed. 

 
Challenge 12 

Researchers need to be prepared for an extraordinary number of no shows or cancellations. 
 
A major logistical issue for research that uses virtual testbeds for Team-AI evaluations involves 
the fact that only a handful of participants can be engaged in the team task at a given time. Thus, 
much of the advantage of online research (lots of data that are easy to get) is lost.  
 

Challenge 13 
In online Human-AI team evaluation it is extraordinarily difficult to attempt to make physiological 
or psychophysiological measurements. 
 
Conclusion About Online Modalities 
 
Cooke (2021) concludes with a positive take on the research using the online modality: 
 

"Technical and logistical issues are common in Human-AI Team experiments, and 
they appear to occur more frequently in remote studies, particularly those that are 
assembled from multiple applications not intended for research.... it may take more 
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time to conduct a remote experiment than an in-person experiment... But 
experiments have shown that experimental control is possible even when human-
subjects and complex team tasks are involved."  
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